


SHIKI  CLOCK

A clock made of pulp-molding paper which is created by a three-dimensional molding technology. 

As it is lightweight, it can be easily hung with a 3D thumbtack. Try different ways to use it. It has a 

soft texture and shade unlike resin products. It can be be used in many different ways. 





T WO TR AY

TWO TRAY has been renewed with special technology. The special water-repellent finish has made 

it resistant to water and stains while maintaining its beautiful color and texture. It made the 

product more usable in various places.



S HIKI  CLOCK

T WO TR AY
(NEW COLOR)

Size: shikaku L [W205×H135×D16]
shikaku S [W135×H135×D16]　
sankaku [W118×H135×D16] (mm)

Size: [W253×H156×D30]（mm） Weight: [Approx. 80g]
AA battery×1, Movement made by RHITHM
*Battery is not included. *Second hand is not attached.

Gray / Light Gray

White Green Pink

shikaku L

Purple / Light Purple

shikaku S

Gray / Black

sankaku



FUMIBAKO

PULL SHELF

EMBOSS ENVELOPE

TUBE STAND

BOOK PACK

INDEX ENVELOPE

PULL BOX

PAPER POCKETS

CARD HOLDER

Robust paper box with sharp edges. Uses 

a special technique for carving V-shaped 

grooves into the fold. Our product is de-

fined by the beauty of its paper materials, 

and its robustness.

A drawer-type document case with a slit. 

The front slit can be used as a handle or 

for putting documents in.

The PLEATS TRAY is a perfect catchall. 

The pleated design makes it easy to or-

ganize all your small belongings.

A case for small items, made through a 

combination of our special paper-tube 

processing technology, and handicraft. 

The perfect size for storing pens and or-

ganizing your desk.

The PLEATS TRAY is a perfect catchall. 

The pleated design makes it easy to or-

ganize all your small belongings.

The INDEX ENVELOPE are envelopes with 

built in index tabs. Each envelope has six 

tabs, move the position of the tabs for 

easy labeling and organizing.

A file box with a handle made of paper. 

Not only it is easy to pull, but it also has a 

beautiful shape where the back cannot 

be seen from either side.

The Paper pocket, is a folder designed to 

hold multiple items in one place. The an-

gle cuts makes it easy to locate and com-

partmentalize your documents, pens, 

cards etc. 

Our Card Holder is made with washable 

paper material, the type that everyone 

has seen at least once in their lives, that 

usually comes as a tag attached to dry 

cleaned clothes.



SWING LETTERPLEATS TRAY

EMBOSS POCHI

PICTURE BARKASHITSU SHIKI

POCHI-PON

MEMO MAGNET

TWO TRAY

PAD NOTE

A greeting card with words of congratu-

lations and appreciations engraved 

through laser processing. It will swing 

when placed on a flat surface and gently 

pushed.

The PLEATS TRAY is a perfect catchall. 

The pleated design makes it easy to or-

ganize all your small belongings.

A Pochi envelope used traditionally to 

give lucky money to people in times of 

celebration or holidays in Japan. It is 

made with soft textured paper embossed 

with fun graphic motifs.

A paper bar that holds photos and pic-

tures. The magnet allows you to display 

photos and pictures without damaging 

them.

A natural evaporative humidifier. By 

soaking the bottom of the tree, it will gen-

tly humidify the air. This paper is special-

ly designed to absorb and slowly vapor-

ize water.

The POCHI–PON is a tube shape enve-

lope. When the envelope is open, it 

makes a fun “Pon!” sound. The “Pon” 
sound invokes a feeling of joyous cele-

bration.  

A magnet made of paper that you can 

write or erase on with a whiteboard pen. 

Both sides can be used. Easily communi-

cate a simple message without the need 

for paper memos.

A tray made with two colors of paper pro-

duced by careful dyeing techniques, and 

bonded together by advanced Japanese 

box processing technology.

A special notebook which is layered with 

paper folded in half, glued together with 

utmost care. Each sheet can be removed 

cleanly, like a memo pad.



SIKIGU is based in Osaka, Japan, the epicenter for 

paper processing. Since ancient times, Japanese 

culture has always incorporated paper in their daily 

life. Paper is not only used for writing and drawing, 

but also used for lighting, walls and other daily 

items. SIKIGU utilizes the unique printing and paper 

processing techniques to develop paper products 

for everyday use.

TAISEI Co., Ltd.
3-22, Takaidanishi1, Higashiosaka-city, OSAKA JAPAN
https://www.taisei-shiki.jp/?lang=en


